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ABSTRACT
In the world of technology emotion recognition is also a challenge in field computer science. gestures like body
movement facial expression anything that conveys your feeling can be used to interact between human and
computer. these are things which can be done by using few sensors. sensors have a very important role in finding a
required input to give an accurate output for better functioning and also increases efficiency of the computer.
this time there are many type detection like iris detection in fingerprint detection your facial expression detection
and emotion detection to do these things you need to have a sensor which can sense and stimulate the process in a
very few seconds to provide you the best of its within a few seconds.
these things make the man machine an intelligent machine which helps us to teach social intelligence to machines.
everyone knows computer science in growing and stretching their hands in every field so this is also a combination
of computer science and electronics that are used for making such a type of device which can recognise your
expressions. in this time it is very necessary to have this expression recognition because password is something
which can be revealed and used by others might be hacked by the hackers but the facial expression during emotions
used by others for unlocking the thing that is locked by your facial expression.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The best way to interact with anyone is expression because your words can have different meaning but expression
will give the same thing you want to convey,similar is with computer human - computer interaction is best when
done by mode of facial expressions.we can relate our thinking with our facial expressions. These facial expressions
are now used in many departments and sectors as its high quality sensors help us for image processing, cyber
security,robotics, psychological studies and many sectors of virtual reality. Market has high demand for a system
that can process human emotions. It is all based on an algorithm that should be good for the perfect recognition of
the expression that is suitable in every condition not in just ideal conditions and it should be capable of both
recognition for face as well as for emotions. There are basically sex expressions in the human body what are
happiness anger surprise sadness fear and discussed which are described in a primary emotions in human There are
several more emotions like pain drowsiness but still the commonly found expressions are listed . Also other factors
like voice body language and gesture that have a different organisation with the facial expression is a primary one
which work on facial motion and deformation. Emotion recognition is a very sensual pattern and is used to find the
set of data that can be analysed using the expression and the pattern of the human expression basically these two are
classified as two methods: the one is method of parametrization and the other is master of recognition. The method
of Paramization does give the winery levels each pixel and it detects a boundary box whenever the face is placed in
the data [1-6].
This all is done by sensors which provide excellent perfection in detecting the expression.

2.

FACE DETECTION AND EMOTION

Recognition Using Machine Learning
There are several steps to perform face recognition as it is a very complex task to make machine learning language
reach that.
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Feature selection: it is a very prior stage where machine learning algorithms undergo training. It
basically selects the most effective path for the face expression and gives the response as soon as possible.
This process helps us to increase the perfection rate and efficiency as well as coarse make it cost efficient.
Feature classification: basically an algorithm is divided into two stages that is training in classification.
The training period is in the first step which tries to figure out the feature while in this step classification of
algorithms is done and the classes are allotted which is already made during the training step.
Feature extraction: computer everything is done in numerical method method during this process feature
extracted in indigo inner transformation of data.txt to collect the numerical data so that we can specify the
teacher perfectly algorithm used are in this step analyses the principle contents ,independent component,
analysis linear discriminant analysis ,local binary pattern.
Classifiers: last stage of recognition where data gathered from the algorithm classification and features are
combined. Includes the mapping of all the steps recently provides results that are required by the output
stream.

FACE DETECTION AND EMOTION RECOGNITION USING GEOMETRIC FEATURE-BASED
PROCESS

As above it also includes some several steps the need to do the recognition of facial expression.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Image standardization: this is a basic step where all the sub processes are done like removing the noise
from the image making the image of a refined size and conversion of that image from RGB to grayscale.
this step is done to make the image data obtainable for the image analysis
Face detection: this process detects the face in a given image and tries to remove all the unwanted things
from a picture like background to have correct and required information only from the given data. In this
phase there are many e techniques to remove the unwanted things to make it quite perfect for using it as a
source of data and any place.
Facial component detection: in this phase the main reason is only focused from the eye to nose to mouth
sector. This is a very basic step to locate the dense point of facial expression. Minimisation of the error is
done in this step which makes this very important the errors that can take place due to the rotation or in
change of alignment of a face.
Decision function: In this phase tracking the feature points one need to to localise the feature of Lucas
kanade optical flow tracker which is responsible for detecting the emotions related in that face.This do the
same and tries to analyse the emotions that are related to place.

4. IMPORTANCE OF SENSORS
Senses are very important for doing such tasks girls without sensors emotions can be sensed. Sensors are used to
make the system more perfect and easy to dress as there are certain algorithms which do not require sensors for the
field to give the perfect output in every situation. To see the perfect output you need to try the system in an
unconditional and answer portable terms because it situations are ideal a simple algorithm will work good. there are
many types of sensors Houston every apartment as you have seen that nowadays the medical instruments that are
used in hospitals are based on the sensors which can sense and give you the required result like pulse oximeter its
sense your pulse rate and measures the concentration of oxygen and your blood flow and gives you are required
result within 10 seconds. This is how the sensors make life easier, it reduces the time and complexity then other
processes. Not only in the medical line but also in major sectors of India sensors are the basic equipment which is
required for every office in every department. Either its an attendance making stand in your office or the key to your
auto lock door all car sensors which use it to sense the device and automatically drive the output at a desired
location. All the electronic gadgets contain sensor without two sensors electronic gadgets are just waste so sensor is
a thing which is extremely important for the working of electronic gadgets and making the technology more efficient
Nowadays technology is so advanced that you can switch on or off your fan I am just a single top in your mobile
phone you can check the camera recording from any place away from your home these all things are successful due
to the number of sensors used in the systems which help us to detect the things more easily and more comfortable to
reach at this technology level is quite tough if the sensors were not made and cycle think and algorithm to make all
this thing possible could be very tough so we should thank that sensors are there to do their work efficiently and to
decrease the time of operation in any process [5-9].
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5. ROLE OF FACE RECOGNITION EMOTION RECOGNITION
As we are saying in the world how to change with the technology we need to know about face recognition and
emotion recognition which is stretching its leg in almost every field: its electronic gadget or it's lock and key system
everything is getting automatic and dependent on the colour of your iris, your facial expression and your emotions.
We're living in a world where everything can be controlled by computer systems. Everything is getting dependent on
the computer system's knowledge of mathematics because the algorithm is written for any of the steps either for
facial recognition or emotion recognition based on numerical methods which make the algorithm more perfect and
most reliable for the concept of face recognition. So in today's world mathematics and computer science is getting
the essential subjects that everyone needs to learn about because the mobile phone which we are using in the
calculation which are done on a calculator all are based on mathematics and the knowledge of computer science.
Jivan there are many schools where the education is totally electronic based and the people are opting for things as
the technology is growing so it is better to have a hand in computer science to make yourself a better person who
can stretch their arms to any extent. The basic role of this facial recognition is for security purposes. We can say this
is safer than many other sources which are done for the same purpose. Just the thing we need to make it more safe
we have to write algorithms which cannot be hacked easily and have excellent coding to make it more perfect.
Computer Science and mathematics as a major role in doing this facial recognition emotion recognition successful
today [10-13].

6.

CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that how face recognition animotion recognition take place and what are the roles of it so far after this
much of information we can understand how the facial emotion recognition is important to us in the world full of
Technology and we know it will not decrease but the technology will increase day by day and the new form of
things will come to make your life more comfortable and taking the electronics and technology to next hike. We
should try to make all the things electronic based so that the work does not become eazy e and it will save you time
so you can waste time so you can spend that time in some other place.technology is changing day by day and we
need to move along with the technology to make ourselves updated and to help the kids of this generation to
understand the language of Technology and make them self bit familiar to it so the problems we are facing to handle
all this technology they shouldn't have. When the paste recognition and emotion recognition was not there
conveying a proper message to a computer without writing was very tough but as please can see the technology is
growing day by day we can completely rely on computer science for solving our tough situations as well as easy
situations in our life that could be solved using computers. Mathematics is a language that speaks itself and we can
see that we have spoken and stressed hands in computer science also to make computer science an updated subject
to study on to help others.
We should thank our Technology Dora grown up to the extent where didn't need to think about any tough situation
just go and solve any problem with use of these technologies which could have helped the words to make it to the
next extent.
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